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Media Partners
PoliticsHome, Total Politics and Holyrood will be reporting all the news as it happens, and Dods
Monitoring will be providing a special daily conference update. The
House and Holyrood magazines' conference specials, packed with exclusive interviews and articles,
will all be available free of charge.

PoliticsHome's mission is simple: to provide the fastest and most comprehensive coverage of UK
politics anywhere on the web. On top of the free website, PoliticsHome offers a range of paid services
designed to save time and money and help you stay better informed about politics.
10,000 individual bits of media are filtered, edited and organised each day, including parliament,
press releases, radio, TV, newspapers, websites, blogs and Twitter. PolticsHome writes up to 100
wire stories a day on what politicians are saying on the airwaves, in parliament and in the media.
Website: PoliticsHome [1]
Twitter: @politicshome [2]

The House, Parliament's very own magazine delivered to every MP and peer directly,
includes columns, diaries and reviews from MPs and peers.
Website: The House [3]

Twitter: @theHouse_mag [4]

Total Politics reaches audiences in Westminster and beyond with original reporting, expert comment
and a dose of political culture. The website features rolling news and regular opinion pieces from a
range of top commentators. There are also lively political interviews, book reviews and theatre
reviews.
Website: Total Politics [5]
Twitter: @TotalPolitics [6]

Holyrood magazine is Scotland’s influential fortnightly political and current affairs magazine that
keeps Scotland’s key movers and shakers informed with its award-winning and thought-provoking
editorial.
Website: Holyrood [7]
Twitter: @HolyroodDaily [8]

We’re unrivalled intelligence, media, events and training specialists.
Our clients outsource to us to provide the information that matters to them, when they need it.
Political and public sector leaders depend on us for high-calibre, insightful content.
Our media titles and events, backed up by established connections with influential individuals,

connect you with decision makers in politics, the public sector and healthcare.
Our training, research and monitoring services equip you with the knowledge and skills to build
lasting relationships with these key contacts.
We’ve provided trusted political data since 1832 and our integrated solutions cover people and
institutions across the globe. Neutrality and transparency underpin everything we do.
Website: Dods Group [9]
Twitter: @DodsGroup
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